SONG OF THE WORLD ADVENTURERS
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1. A star, a star in the West! Out of the wave it
2. A star, a star in the night! Out of our hearts it
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world farthest; Where the mesas scorched and the moor-lands froze, It
wonderful light; Where our hovels gloomed and our hunger spawned, It
world farthest; Where the mesas scorched and the moor-lands froze, It
wonderful light; Where our hovels gloomed and our hunger spawned, It
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lured us without rest:  With yearning, yearning
healed our passionate blight:  And burning, burning

Ah!
Ah!
It sang as it beckoned us, A
It clanged as it kindled us, Of a

Ah!
Ah!
It sang as it beckoned us, A
It clanged as it kindled us, Of a
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music vast, adventurous America! America!

freedom proud, and perilous America! America!

music vast, adventurous America! America!

freedom proud, and perilous America! America!
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